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STATEMENT OF EVIDENCE OF MATT BONIS 

INTRODUCTION 

1 My full name is Matthew William Bonis.  I am an Associate at Planz 

Consultants in Christchurch.  I have held this position since 2009.  

2 I hold a Bachelor of Regional Planning degree, and have been 

employed in the practise of Planning and Resource Management for 

some 14 years. I am a full member of the New Zealand Planning 

Institute. 

3 I am familiar with the Lyttelton Port zone and surrounds, the Port’s 

City Depot site on Chapmans Road, and the intervening road and 

rail transport links.  

4 My resource management experience relating to Regionally 

Significant Infrastructure includes: drafting provisions, hearing 

evidence and hearing support for Canterbury Regional Policy 

Statement Chapter 5 ‘Land Use and Infrastructure’ and Chapter 16 

‘Energy’; assisting both Environment Canterbury and CIAL with 

regard to urban growth plan changes and noise contours. I have 

assisted Lyttelton Port of Christchurch with its draft proposed 

Recovery Plan. 

5 I am presenting evidence on behalf of Lyttelton Port Company 

(‘LPC’).  

6 Mr Eman has outlined in his paragraph 3.3 the planning witnesses 

that have assisted him reaching his views. I have read their 

evidence, but focused on the Planning evidence of Mr Eman and Mr 

Theelan. I have also considered the Transport evidence of Mr 

Richard Osborne, and Council Economic Evidence of Mr Phil 

Osborne. My views and recommendations are based not only their 

views but also from the following: 

6.1 Peter Davie (LPC) –Chief Executive Officer, Lyttelton Port 

Company. 

6.2 Mike Copeland (Brown, Copeland and Company Limited) – 

Consulting Economist and Director. 

7 Although this is a Council hearing, in preparing my evidence I have 

reviewed the code of conduct for expert witnesses contained in 

Environment Court Practice Note (2014).  I have complied with it in 

preparing my evidence. I confirm that the issues addressed in this 

statement of evidence are within my area of expertise. I have not 

omitted to consider material facts known to me that might alter or 

detract from the opinions expressed. 
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8 Terms and coding used in evidence include 

8.1 CCC – Christchurch City Council 

8.2 CRC – Canterbury Regional Council 

8.3 pDPR – Proposed District Plan Review 

8.4 CRPS – Canterbury Regional Policy Statement 

8.5 LPC – Lyttelton Port Company 

8.6 NZCPS – New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement 

8.7 OiC – Canterbury Earthquake (Christchurch Replacement 

District Plan) Order 2014 

8.8 Schedule 4 – Schedule 4 ‘Statement of Expectations’ of the 

OiC 

SUMMARY OF EVIDENCE 

9 Lyttelton provided the first safe anchorage to the Canterbury Plains 

in 1850. However comprehensive transformation of the Port largely 

commenced in the 1950’s and 1960’s. In 1964 Cashin Quay 

commenced operations, providing berths for larger vessels. In the 

same year the road tunnel to Christchurch opened. 

10 LPC has undertaken strategic planning for development of its land 

and operations over a long term planning horizon. Its strategic 

planning was severely tested and disrupted by the Canterbury 

earthquake sequence.  

11 In June 2014, LPC and Environment Canterbury were jointly 

directed by the Minister of Canterbury Earthquake Recovery to 

prepare a Lyttelton Port Recovery Plan. Such Recovery Plans are 

provided for under the provisions of the Canterbury Earthquake 

Recovery Act 2011. As directed, LPC are providing CRC with the 

material to support a preliminary draft Lyttelton Port Recovery Plan. 

CRC must prepare the preliminary draft Recovery Plan, notify the 

plan and commence hearings in 2015.  

12 The economic significance of Lyttelton Port of Christchurch to New 

Zealand, the South Island and Christchurch City has been confirmed 

in previous Court hearings.  

13 Lyttelton Port is recognised as a “lifeline utility” and “significant 

infrastructure” at a national and regional level. It plays an essential 

role in the current and future economic wellbeing of the Region in 

that it is a key economic driver of the Canterbury and South Island 
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economy, helping to underpin much of the economic activity in 

greater Christchurch; and the Port contributes to the Christchurch 

rebuild process. 

14 This significance is reinforced in a statutory sense in the operative 

Canterbury Regional Policy Statement (‘CRPS’ 2013) in Chapters: 5 

‘land use and Infrastructure’; 6 ‘Recovery and Rebuild of 

Christchurch’; and 8 ‘the Coastal Environment’.  

15 Higher order statutory documents, such the Land Use Recovery 

Plan, Canterbury Regional Policy Statement (2013), and the 

Recovery Strategy for Greater Christchurch set a statutory 

framework around land use development. These documents also 

recognise the importance of the Port within that context, and as 

defined Strategic Infrastructure.  

16 In a narrow economic sense, Mr Davie (paragraph 14), and Mr 

Copeland (paragraphs 47 - 63) outline the economic and 

employment contribution of the Port. 

17 The statutory framework for assessing the plan provisions has, I 

understand been set out by the Court in Long Bay-Okura Great Park 

Society Incorporated & Others v North Shore City Council (A078/08) 

(‘Long Bay’) and succinctly in Reiher v Tauranga City Council [2012] 

NZEnvC121. I have also considered the s32 amendments introduced 

as s70 of the Resource Management Amendment Act 2013 within 

this framework, as well as requirements related to the LURP,CCRP 

and OiC and Statement of Expectations (Schedule 4).  I have set out 

the relevant framework in Attachment ‘A’. 

18 The amendments sought within the submission from LPC to the 

Strategic Directions Chapter, better, or more appropriately achieve 

the requirements of s32. 

19 My overall position is that there are a number of systemic failings 

associated with the structure and provisions associated with the 

Strategic Directions Chapter of the pRDP. I have canvassed these in 

the statement prepared for Property Council New Zealand (Sub 

#595). LPC’s relief, as amended by this evidence has been 

incorporated in the revised provisions at Attachment A to that 

evidence.  

20 This statement concludes that LPC’s relief can be met through 

amendments to this Chapter in the form proposed by the Council. 

Specifically: 

20.1 Amendments to Objective 3.6.1(a)(iv) to specifically 

‘protect the role and function and future development of 

strategic transport infrastructure’.  
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20.2 Amendments to Objective 3.6.2(a)(vi) to also reference the 

‘development’ of infrastructure.  

20.3 Amendments (and support) to Policy 3.6.2.8(c) to (d); 

20.4 Amendments to Objective 3.6.6(a) to provide a contextual 

qualifier for amenity values and reference to hazardous 

substances. 

20.5 Definitions including: 

(a) Providing a workable definition for ‘Port Activities’. 

21 I do however support the separate Objective and Policies drafted at 

the Infrastructure mediation, as amended in Attachment ‘D’ to my 

evidence.  If these are not acceptable to the Panel, I support the 

pDPR provisions as amended by the LPC relief as discussed in 

paragraph 20 above. 

22 Submissions seeking amendments to Section 3.4 have been 

overtaken by the redrafting of Strategic Directions by the Council 

and Other parties. Should the Panel agree that Section 3.4 and 3.5 

is omitted – the relief below can be disregarded: 

22.1 Section 3.4.2 ‘Effective functioning of the Transport System’. 

Insertion of statement for the specific consideration of 

Christchurch’s transport system [refer LPC Submission, 

Annexure 2, page 10]. 

22.2 Section 3.4.4.3. Amend  Issue 3.4.4.3 to refer to inland 

freight hubs and the Wider Region [refer LPC Submission, 

Annexure 2, page 10]. 

22.3 Section 3.4.4.5 ‘Health and Safety’. Insertion of statement for 

specific consideration of noise and hazardous substances 

associate with large facilities. [refer LPC Submission, 

Annexure 2, page 11]. 

22.4 Section 3.5.2.5 Retain the existing Issue [refer LPC 

Submission, page 12]. 

Were the Panel to retain these Sections, the relief is considered 

‘more appropriate’ in that it closes gaps in these Sections through 

providing for matters raised in  Objective 6.2.4 CRPS (Integration 

of Transport and Landuse) and Objective 5.2.1(f) and Objective 

6.2.1(g) as these relate to reverse sensitivity considerations for 

strategic infrastructure. These matters are not raised again in the 

body if this statement. 
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23 In terms of the key matters of dispute, I oppose the relief requested 

by D Bundy, and seek do not support in its current form the relief of 

Mahaanui Kurataiao Ltd and Te Runanga O Ngai Tahu to ‘restore 

mahinga kai’.  

24 This evidence corresponds with that position; a position also largely 

reached by Mr Eman, on the basis of the evaluation of the Council’s 

evidence, plus that of Mssrs Davie and Copeland. 

25 In terms of s32 of the RMA, I consider that the LPC position (as 

amended by this Statement) is the more appropriate approach, 

bearing in mind the benefits and costs. These considerations extend 

to the ‘way and rate’ in which business opportunities, and coastal 

and land resources associated with the Port of Lyttelton are 

managed and integrated with wider land use. The amended relief 

better, or more appropriately enables the Christchurch community 

to better provide for its social, economic and cultural wellbeing. 

26 The resource management context for considering the ‘way and 

rate’ these resources are to be managed is contained within he 

respective regional and local plan frameworks as highlighted 

through the Long Bay tests, as would be adjusted considering s32 

(as amended by s70 of the Resource Management Amendment Act 

2013).   

SCOPE OF EVIDENCE 

27 In my evidence I will address: 

27.1 Lyttelton Port’s operation; 

27.2 The importance of the Port to the district (and region); 

27.3 The Recovery of the Port 

27.4 The management of growth and development for the Port, 

and its importance in terms of the district’s Strategic 

Direction;  

27.5 The infrastructure mediation; and 

27.6 Why the LPC relief is appropriate in terms of the higher order 

statutory documents. 
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PORT OPERATIONS 

28 As outlined by Mr Davie in his Statement,1 Lyttelton Port Company 

(‘LPC’) is a wholly owned subsidiary of Christchurch City Holdings 

Limited, which is the investment arm of Christchurch City Council. 

29 LPC is the South Island’s major deepwater port. The landholding 

covers a total of 163 hectares, extending from Magazine Bay in the 

west to Gollans Bay in the east. It interfaces with residential, town 

centre and conservation areas, and is highly integrated with the 

strategic transport network, including road and rail.  

30 The container terminal is operated from Cashin Quay which is 

situated at the eastern edge of the Township adjacent to Te 

Awaparahi Bay.  

31 LPC also owns and operates a 15 hectare off-port container 

operation located in Woolson, off Chapmans Road, five minutes from 

Lyttelton through the tunnel. The facility provides extensive 

container servicing and is connected to the main Port operations by 

way of rail spur and the strategic road network. 

32 The Port operates on a 24/7 basis. 

33 A synopsis of Mr Copeland’s evidence in terms of scale and extent of 

trade undertaken at the Port2, is that: 

33.1 In terms of tonnage, Lyttelton Port is the largest port in the 

South Island, and the fourth largest in New Zealand. It is the 

second largest export port behind Tauranga. In the year 

ended 30 June 2014, a total of 6,569,236 tonnes of overseas 

cargo was loaded or unloaded through Port Lyttelton, 

accounting for 11.1% of all New Zealand seaports’ trade – 

11.3% of exports and 10.7% of imports. By volume, Port 

Lyttelton accounted for 47.4% of South Island seaports’ 

overseas trade – 46.3% of exports and 49.5% of imports.  

33.2 By value, in the year to 31 December, 2013 exports through 

Lyttelton Port were 49% of the South Island’s value of 

exports from sea ports, up from 29% in 2005. Imports 

through the Port were 73% of the South Island’s value of 

imports arriving via sea ports, up from 64% in 2005. 

33.3 In the year ending 30 June 2014: 

                                            
1   Davie, Paragraph 6 - 13 
2  Copeland. Paragraphs 49 – 52, 55 and 58. 
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(a) 376,567 twenty foot container equivalent units (TEU’s) 

were moved through the Port, an increase of 7.2% on 

the previous year, and an increase of 50.2% over the 

last six years. 

(b) Exports of coal increased by 2.7% on the previous year 

to 2.07 million tonnes; 

(c) Log exports rose 62.7% on the previous year to 

601,485 tonnes; 

(d) Bulk fuels volumes decreased by 6.0% compared to the 

previous year to 1.04 million tonnes; and 

(e) Dry bulk imports were up by 18.4% on the previous 

year to 769,019 tonnes, driven largely by a 21.7% 

increase in cement imports. 

IMPORTANCE OF THE PORT TO THE DISTRICT  

34 The Port is anticipating significant growth. Growth forecasts3 for 

trade through the Port have containers growing at a rate of between 

2.7% and 5.3% per annum from 376,567 TEUs in 2014 to between 

782,000 TEUs and 1,500,000 TEUs in 2041. If Lyttelton Port 

becomes big ship capable then the higher end of the forecast range 

is more likely. 

35 Should Lyttelton become big ship capable the Port will be able to 

accommodate the global increase in larger container vessels which 

are expected to range in size from 5,000 to 7,000 TEU. At present, 

the average sized container ship calling at New Zealand ports has a 

capacity of 2,700 TEU. 

36 To conclude, the Port (and the Airport) are the largest 

transportation gateways for the South Island, and the scale of these 

operations results in significant benefits to Christchurch City and the 

wider Region.  

THE RECOVERY OF THE PORT   

37 The Port suffered significant damage from the recent earthquake 

sequence. Reinstatement work has been estimated at some 

$500million. While there is very visible damage at the port, much of 

it is underwater or below ground. The detailed engineering 

assessment showed that whilst most of the assets are technically 

destroyed, they can still be used but have a much reduced life and 

                                            
3 Source: Freight Infrastructure Statement Draft Report. Aurecon, Version B. 

February, 2014. 
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significantly higher maintenance costs. Attachment ‘B’ sets out a 

summary of damage. 

38 A Port Recovery Plan prepared under the Canterbury Earthquake 

Recovery Act 2011 has been directed. The purpose of the Recovery 

Plan is in essence to facilitate the recovery of the Port, which 

includes the repair, rebuild and reconfiguration needs of the port to 

ensure its safe, efficient and effective operation. Recovery by 

definition includes restoration and enhancement.    

39 Legal submissions set out the statutory relationship between the 

Recovery Plan process and the considerations of the Hearings Panel 

pursuant to the OiC.  

40 While the pDPR must be consistent with Lyttelton Port Recovery Plan 

(once gazetted), I consider that whilst there is a Direction to 

undertake a Recovery Plan for the Port, no weight can be given to 

that process. For LPC, this means that the Strategic Directions 

provisions are paramount in ensuring that the asset recovery (as 

outlined in Attachment B) is not unduly stymied.  

41 This does not extend to a licence for the Port to undertake recovery 

of its asset in ignorance of wider environmental parameters. The 

Strategic Direction provisions should in my view extend a preference 

towards those matters in the Recovery Strategy and Schedule 4 of 

the OiC relating to expediting recovery where there is not a 

substantial environmental conflict as established through the 

statutory framework for considering the pDPR. 

42 Where a conflict exists, the provisions should provide criteria to 

reconcile competing demands for resource use, development and 

management.  

43 Thus certainty as to environmental parameters would be improved, 

and constraints on land-use development reduced. This approach 

supports the enabling element of the sustainable management of 

natural and physical resources.  Such a systemic change to the 

pDPR provisions advance the extent to which they would be the 

most appropriate way to achieve the purpose of this Act, and would 

assist the district council to carry out its functions. 

44 I note, as raised in my statement from PCNZ that this extends 

beyond the interests of LPC.  

MANAGING GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT 

45 The core business for Ports is shifting freight, although facilities for 

marinas and cruise ships and associated commercial ventures are 

not unusual features. 
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46 LPC has recently consulted on its ‘Recovery Vision’ as part of the 

Recovery Plan process, and will soon be the subject of a wider CRC 

led consultation on the preliminary Draft Port Recovery Plan.  

47 That vision outlines the integrated restoration process, which 

ultimately should result in operational activities moving to the east, 

as an increased container terminal area providing for bigger 

container ship capacity is undertaken through a 37ha reclamation at 

Te Awaparahi Bay.  

48 That outcome may be some 10 – 15 years away, dependent on 

wider statutory and consenting processes. In the interim, as 

outlined by Mr Davie, the Port is faced with increasing container 

growth, the need to ensure that ongoing operation, and undertaking 

necessary remedial repair works such as those associated with 

Cashin Quay 2. 

IN SUMMARY 

49 I consider that these matters, as they relate to the Port should be 

recognised at a Strategic level in the district planning framework. 

This is due to:  

49.1 the economic significance of the Port; 

49.2 a framework that enables the Port to recover and operate in 

an efficient manner, while accepting that any demonstrable 

adverse effect needs to be managed;  

49.3 the need to recognise and provide for recovery works where 

these do not conflict with wider substantial environmental 

conflict; and  

49.4 the cross-zone implications of Port operation in terms of 

transport integration, land use constraint, environmental 

nuisance (noise and hazardous substances) employment and 

business development.  

STATUTORY CONTEXT 

New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement4 

50 Attachment ‘C’ sets out the relevant provisions of the NZCPS. To 

summarise: 

50.1 Walking access to and along the coast is recognised, but that 

restrictions can be imposed for matters such as (e) public 

health or safety and (i) to ensure a level of security consistent 

with the purpose of a resource consent.  (Policy 19). 

                                            
4 Section 75(3)(a) ‘Give Effect to’ any national policy statement 
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50.2 Recognise the provision of infrastructure in the coastal 

environment is important in terms of wellbeing (1(a)) and 

recognise that there are activities that have a functional need 

to be located in the coastal marine area and provide for these 

in appropriate places (2(c)). (Policy 6). 

 

Canterbury Regional Policy Statement 

51 Attachment ‘C’ outlines the relevant provisions of the CRPS. To 

summarise: 

51.1 The Port is defined as Regionally Significant Infrastructure 

(Chapter 5), and as Strategic Infrastructure and a component 

of the strategic transport network for Greater Christchurch 

(Chapter 6); 

51.2 The Port is also defined as ‘essential infrastructure’ and 

‘critical infrastructure’ (although this only has relevance in 

terms of resilience for natural hazards). 

51.3 Objective 5.2.1(f) requires that ‘development is located so 

that it functions in a way that … is compatible with, and will 

result in the continued safe, efficient and effective use of 

regionally significant infrastructure’. The explanation notes 

that regionally significant infrastructure provides considerable 

economic and social benefits to the region. 

51.4 Objective 6.2.1 states that: ‘Recovery, rebuilding and 

development are enabled within Greater Christchurch through 

a land use and infrastructure framework that:… (10) achieves 

development that does not adversely affect the efficient 

operation, use, development, appropriate upgrade, and future 

planning of strategic infrastructure and freight hubs; (11) 

optimises use of existing infrastructure.  

Unlike Objective 5.2.1, Objective 6.2.1(10) focuses more 

specifically on reverse sensitivity effects, including those that 

may limit the ‘efficient operation, use and development’ of 

regionally significant infrastructure.  

51.5 Policy 6.3.5 relates to achieving Objective 6.2.1. Clause 

(5) seeks to ‘avoid’ activities that have the potential to limit 

the efficient and effective provision, operation, maintenance 

and enhancement of strategic infrastructure and freight hubs.  

51.6 Whilst this  provision is not as prescriptive as (clause 4) which 

identifies the mechanism for avoiding reverse sensitivity 

conflicts with Airport operations (the 50dBA Ldn contour),  

the principle, and the need to ‘avoid’ conflicts with strategic 

infrastructure is identical. The purpose of the policy is in my 
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view, that infrastructure needs to be efficiently and effectively 

provided for, including the operation, maintenance and 

upgrade of Strategic Infrastructure.  

51.7 I consider Policy 6.3.5(5) to be of considerable importance 

to the LPC submission, and LPC’s opposition to D Bundy 

(Sub# 418).  

51.8 Chapter 8 – The Coastal Environment. Objective 8.2.3 seeks 

Subdivision, use and development does not adversely affect 

the efficient development and use of regionally significant 

infrastructure. Objective 8.2.6 seeks to recognise 

appropriate public and Ngai Tahu access to and along the 

coastal marine area.  

51.9 Policy 8.3.5 seeks to maintain and enhance public and Ngai 

Tahu access to the coastal marine area, subject to restrictions 

required for protecting public health and safety (clause 1), 

protecting the stability, performance, maintenance and 

operation of regionally significant infrastructure in the coastal 

environment or other commercial maritime facilities (clause 

2) and ensuring compliance with legislative maritime security 

requirements for ships and port facilities (clause 7). 

51.10 Policy 8.3.6 recognises the need to provide for regionally 

significant infrastructure in the coastal marine area and 

provide for its efficient and effective development (clause 1). 

Clause (4) to the Policy specifically identifies: 

“(4) avoid development that may result in reverse sensitivity 

effects that constrain the ability of the infrastructure to be 

developed and used (because of the imposition of time or 

other operational constraints) 

Such provisions should avoid, remedy or mitigate the adverse 

effects on that environment and take into account: 

(b) that regionally significant infrastructure may need to be 

further developed in response to commercial opportunities 

and community needs. 

(c) that the operators of regionally significant infrastructure 

need to have their own controls over access to operational 

areas, and that public access to such areas is not always 

appropriate. 

(d) national port noise standards. 

51.11 Associated Method (3) stating that territorial authorities will : 
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(3) Set out objectives and policies, and may include methods 

in district plans that: 

(a)  recognise that regionally significant infrastructure 

needs to be able to operate and develop in an efficient 

and effective manner in the coastal environment. 

(b)  avoid land-uses that have reverse sensitivity effects 

on regionally significant infrastructure in the coastal 

environment.  (underlined emphasis) 

52 The relevant Regional level objectives and policies are focused on 

the appropriate location and design of development.  

53 They are applicable to the Strategic Directions Chapter as they 

pertain to the use, operation and development of infrastructure as a 

whole, and issues of reverse sensitivity as these relate to strategic 

infrastructure (as defined including LPC).  

54 There is the need to avoid reverse sensitivity issues on the 

operation of regionally significant, and strategic infrastructure. 

Method (4) to Policy 8.3.6 requires territorial authorities to set 

objectives and policies (and rules) to avoid land-uses that have 

reverse sensitivity effects on regionally significant infrastructure in 

the coastal environment. 

55 There is a clear, underlying premise that regionally significant 

infrastructure, inclusive of LPC should be able to operate and 

develop in an efficient manner. The relief from LPC would ensure 

that the Strategic Direction provisions more appropriately give effect 

to this Regional direction than those in the pRDP.  

Land Use Recovery Plan5 

56 The Land Use Recovery Plan (2013) provided specific directions 

(Action 36) to within the pDPR provide for ‘land use and transport 

network integration. This included measures to support (as relevant, 

the Christchurch Transport Statement and the Christchurch 

Transport Strategic Plan.  

57 Action 40 ‘Support an integrated transport network’ seeks to protect 

‘future’ opportunities in network rebuild. 

58 The LURP also identifies at Section 4.4.3 that: 

‘Christchurch International Airport and Lyttelton Port represent 

strategic infrastructure of national significance, enabling 

international and domestic freight to move to and from the South 

                                            
5
  Section 23(1) Canterbury Earthquake Recovery Act 2011. Councils not to act 

inconsistently with Recovery Plan.  
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Island. The airport and port also provide gateways for tourism, 

which contributes substantially to the Canterbury economy. Their 

ability to operate efficiently 24 hours a day and to expand over 

time is essential for the full social, economic, cultural and 

environmental recovery of metropolitan greater Christchurch. It is 

essential that the transport and handling of freight to, from and 

within the airport and port are efficient and reliable so that 

unnecessary transport costs and delays are avoided. Investigating 

how current and future freight demands can be met will support 

recovery of the region’s economy’. (page 32). 

Recovery Strategy for Greater Christchurch6 

59 Councils cannot act in a manner that would inconsistent with the 

Recovery Strategy pursuant to section 15 of the CER Act 2011. I 

consider the relevant Goals to include: 

 5.1 Built Environment – Co-ordinating and prioritising 

infrastructure investment that effectively contributes to the 

economy and community during recovery and into the future.  

 5.4 Built Environment – Developing a transport system that 

meets the changing needs of people and businesses and enables 

accessible, sustainable, affordable and safe travel choices. 

60 For the avoidance of doubt, I consider that the other Statutory plans 

and statements identified in the evidence of Mr Theelan (Figure 1) 

whilst relevant to setting Strategic Directions, are consistent with 

the relief from LPC.  

61 In particular I note that Mr R Osborne has also referred in evidence 

to the Greater Christchurch Transport Statement 2012 and 

Christchurch Transport Strategic Plan7 (‘CTSP’). I note that my 

reading of these Plans is that they are aligned with the LPC 

submission seeking specific recognition of the Port and integration of 

the transport network (particularly port access and freight) with 

land use. Goal 3 of the CTSP which seeks to ‘support economic 

activity’ is supported by Objective 3.1 which focuses on the 

importance of freight to the economy and the role of the airport and 

port.  

Summary in terms of statutory context 

62 The statutory context in setting the Strategic Directions provisions is 

that the pDPR must give effect 8 to the NZCPS and Canterbury 

Regional Policy Statement (2013), not be inconsistent with the LURP 

                                            
6  S15(2) Canterbury Earthquake Recovery Act 2011. Councils not to act 

inconsistently with Recovery Plan. 

7  Section 74(2)(b)(i) of the RMA - ‘have regard’ to plans prepared under other 
legislation.  

8
  Section 75(3)(c) RMA 
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or Recovery Strategy, have regard to other relevant plans including 

the CTSP, and have particular regard to the OiC. With regard to 

urban growth and the efficient operation and development of the 

Port, these provisions broadly seek to: 

62.1 Ensure development is located and designed so as to be 

compatible with, and will result in the safe, efficient and 

effective use of regionally significant infrastructure (the 

definition of which includes LPC) (Objective 5.2.1, 

Objective 6.2.1)) 

62.2 Manage the effects of land use activities on infrastructure, 

through avoiding activities that would limit the efficient and 

effective provision, operation, development, maintenance and 

upgrade of strategic infrastructure and freight hubs (CPRS 

Objective 6.2.1, 8.2.3, Policy 6.3.5, 8.3.6/Method 3). 

62.3 Integrate transport infrastructure and land use to ensure an 

efficient and effective transport network (CRPS Objective 

6.2.4, 6.3.5, Policy 6.3.5(5) CTSP) 

62.4 Recognise the benefits of strategic infrastructure to 

community wellbeing and provide for their functional needs. 

(NZCPS Policy 6; CPRS Policy 6.3.5). 

62.5 Public and Ngai Tahu access to the coastal marine area is to 

recognised, but can be restricted for reasons of public safety, 

ensuring compliance with maritime security requirements, 

and to protect the performance, maintenance and operation 

of regionally significant infrastructure (CRPS Objective 5.2.1 

(explanation), 8.2.6, Policy 8.3.5; NZCPS Policy 19).  

 

INFRASTRUCTURE MEDIATION / PCNZ VERSION 

63 As requested by the Hearing Panel, the infrastructure providers met 

on 20 November for Commissioner assisted mediation. I understand 

that LPC were represented by legal counsel.  

64 The principles set out in the mediation were: 

 recognising and providing for infrastructure (i.e. the benefits); 

 avoid the effects on infrastructure (being direct effects, 

including reverse sensitivity effects); and  

 manage the effects of infrastructure (being the effects of 

infrastructure on other things). 
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65 The infrastructure providers identified a preference for a separate 

objective and supporting policies to address these principles. 

Attachment A to Peter Eman’s evidence dated 18 November 2014 

(‘Eman version’) was acknowledged as better than the pDPR in 

terms of addressing these principles, but the diffuse nature of the 

references to infrastructure throughout the provisions and absence 

of some clarity was considered unhelpful.  

66 Attachment ‘D’ sets out the Infrastructure mediation version of the 

provisions. I have amended these pursuant to the relief of both CIAL 

and LPC (I have provided Planning evidence for both parties). In the 

first instance I support the mediation provisions (Attachment ‘D’), 

as these improve on the pDPR suite of provisions. If these are not 

acceptable to the Panel, I support the pDPR provisions as amended 

by the LPC relief as discussed in the remainder of this evidence.  

67 The PCNZ version has also been amended to incorporate 

Attachment D as appended to my statement on behalf of PCNZ. 

RELIEF 

Amendments to Objective 3.6.1(a)(iv) 

68 The purpose of Objective 3.6.1 appears to set criteria for integrated 

development and urban form.  

69 I have identified in my evidence for PCNZ that I do not consider that 

the pDPR provides a coherent strategy for the management and 

integration of infrastructure (particularly strategic infrastructure and 

land use).  

70 Regardless, the relief seeks to ensure that a greater distinction is 

provided for strategic infrastructure in terms of protecting its role, 

function and development. Strategic infrastructure is defined 

consistently in the CRPS, LURP and pDRP as ‘being of importance 

beyond a local area’. Accordingly, such infrastructure forms part of, 

or represents, regional networks or facilities, and enables wider 

communities to provide for their social, economic, and cultural 

wellbeing and their health and safety. 

71 CPRS Objective 6.2.1(10) and Policy 6.3.5 provides a distinction 

between ‘infrastructure’ generally and Strategic Infrastructure. 

Strategic Infrastructure is also defined in the CPRS and an explicit 

list including LPC is provided.  

72 Clauses (1), (2), and (3) of Policy 6.3.5 identify the need to ensure 

Infrastructure is well integrated with land use.  

73 Clause (5) goes further for Strategic Infrastructure. The provision is 

focused on limiting reverse sensitivity effects from new development 

on the ‘efficient, use, development and appropriate upgrading… of 
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Strategic Infrastructure; and  ‘managing the effects of land use 

activities… including avoiding activities that have the potential to 

limit the efficient and effective provision, operation, maintenance or 

upgrade of strategic infrastructure and freight hubs’. 

74 The current Objectives of the pDPR do not provide this nuanced 

distinction9. Given that policies are to achieve and implement the 

Objectives10, it is important that a distinction between 

‘Infrastructure’ and ‘Strategic Infrastructure’ in terms of the latters 

need to be protected from reverse sensitivity is established at the 

Objective level.  

75 Accordingly, I support the submission from LPC, with the 

amendment to remove ‘transport’ so that applies to Strategic 

Infrastructure, as follows: 

(a) ….  

(iv) transport and other infrastructure that is coordinated and 

integrated with land use and supports sustainable 

development and economic growth, including protecting 

the role and function and future development of 

strategic transport infrastructure including 

Christchurch International Airport, Lyttelton Port of 

Christchurch, and the strategic road and rail network.  

 

Amendments to Objective 3.6.2(a)(vi) 

76 As noted above, the relevant provisions of the CRPS (specifically 

Objective 6.2.1, Policy 6.3.5, Objective 8.3.6) and the LURP 

identify the importance of ensuring that the ‘future development’ of 

strategic infrastructure is a relevant consideration. 

77 I note that reference to the term ‘development’ is used in this 

context in the CRPS Policy 8.3.6(1)11 but is excluded from 

consideration in terms of the dDPR Objective 3.6.2(a)(vi). 

78 The inclusion of the LPC submission does not provide for unlimited 

development of infrastructure in this context. The qualifiers 

‘promotes’ and ‘efficient’ seeks to ensure such an outcome enables a 

more efficient use of the infrastructure resource, where the effects 

were considered appropriate, and where the proposal is shown to 

                                            
9 Objective 3.6.1(a)(iv), Objective 3.6.2(vi) 

10 Section 32(1)(b) and Section 75(1)(b) 

11 Policy 8.3.6 In relation to regionally significant infrastructure in the coastal 
environment: 

(1) provide for its efficient and effective development, operation, maintenance 
and upgrade; 

(2) provide for a range of associated activities that have an operational 
requirement… 
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promote sustainable management (as against other provisions of 

the pDPR). 

79 I agree with the statement made by Mr Osborne in his economic 

evidence for Council where he identifies that ‘Strategic 

Infrastructure’ is fundamental to local economy competiveness, and 

that “it is therefore important to retain the efficiency and 

effectiveness of strategic infrastructure to provide for and safeguard 

appropriate development potential”12. 

80 Accordingly, I support the submission from LPC seeking: 

(a) …  

 

(vi) promotes the efficient provision, development, and use of 

infrastructure, particularly strategic infrastructure. 

   

81 I note that Mr Eman has reached the same conclusion13. 

Insertions to Policy 3.6.2.8 (c)(i), amendments to (d)  

82 LPC seeks to insert (c)(i): 

(c) Avoid noise sensitive activities within: 

(i) “the Lyttelton Port Influences Overlay area” 

The necessity for this provision is amplified as a consequence of the 

recovery and repair of Port operations. 

83 The higher order statutory basis for inclusion of this policy at the 

Strategic Directions level is exhaustively identified in paragraph 59.1 

and 59.2. The prescriptive nature of the mechanism in terms of the 

Strategic Directions Chapter (reference to the Port Influences 

Overlay) is no different to referencing the 50dBA Ldn contour for the 

Airport. The provision improves certainty, and the overlay extends 

over a wide range of zones in the pDPR. 

84 The inserted clause is also necessary for the Council to achieve 

Method (4) to Policy 8.3.6.  

85 Noise effects are currently managed in Chapter 33 of the 

Christchurch City Plan (Banks Peninsula Section). There are 

provisions that manage the operational aspects of Port activities 

through the use of Port Influences Overlay area and subsequently 

the management of noise sensitive activities that are located within 

the 65dBA Ldn contour. 

                                            
12 P Osborne. EiC Christchurch City Council. Paragraph 5.30. 

13 P Eman. Attachment A pDRR Supported Changes. 
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86 The Port has a large number of recovery projects planned which will 

increase effects, and anticipates that cargo handling will remain in 

the inner harbour for the lifetime of this Plan, therefore these 

operations  will continue to generate noise effects on adjacent 

areas.  

87 The relief from LPC seeks to ensure a specific reference to the need 

to avoid noise sensitive activities within the Port Influences Overlay 

area.  

88 The existing mechanism actions the Port Noise Management Plan 

and a Port Noise Mitigation Plan, which LPC are seeking to remain in 

place (via the Recovery Plan). This provides for acoustic treatment 

for dwellings that fall within the 65 Ldn contour, which is currently 

managed under the auspices of Port Liaison Committee, as well as 

avoiding further intensification within the contours.  

89 The insertion from LPC to the Strategic Directions Chapter is more 

appropriate, than the absence of the provision (as proposed in the 

pDPR and in the Submission of D Bundy Sub# 418). The approach 

continues the previous planning regime and has the same benefits 

and costs.  

90 Amendments sought in relation to (d) seek to amend the qualifier 

associated with the efficient, operation and upgrade of Lyttelton Port 

of Christchurch. LPC seeks that adverse effects are to be ‘managed’ 

rather than ‘minimised’ as contained in the pDPR.  

91 Minimising conflicts with adjoining activities, places the onus on the 

Port to reduce the scale and extent of its effects, and by extent its 

activities.  

92 As can be seen in Attachment ‘C’, it would be simply incongruent to 

be able to undertake all necessary repairs, recover Port operations 

(including enhancement) and continue and grow operations (as are 

identified in the higher order statutory documents) and minimise 

conflicts. Neither would such an approach accord with the higher 

order statutory documents that recognise the function and role of 

LPC as Regional Significant / Strategic Infrastructure and the 

resultant benefits for community wellbeing. 

93 The nature of ‘conflicts’ with Strategic Infrastructure is specifically 

addressed by Mr P Osborne14 for the Council.  

                                            
14 P Osborne. Paragraph 5.23 and paragraph 5.25 
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“When considering the development of conflicting activities it is 

important to note that any impact upon strategic infrastructure 

often carries with it a significant opportunity cost that is typically 

not found when considering other activities. This opportunity cost is 

present due to the fact that lost activity, or potential activity, is 

unlikely to be generated elsewhere.”  

And 

“Due to the significant level of investment required in the operation 

and development of strategic infrastructure, it is vital that the 

pRDP (proposed Recovery District Plan) provides some certainty as 

to the safeguarding of these assets and their current and future 

operations.” 

94 Mr Eman does not appear to have acknowledged this statement 

from Mr Osborne in terms of considering the Council’s Policy 

3.6.2.8(d). 

95 The proper approach is that conflicts should be managed where the 

purpose of the Act would be better met. This may well mean that for 

LPC undertaking its recovery, there will be instances where 

significant adverse effects should be avoided or mitigated, whilst 

other effects are only appropriately controlled. This is the approach 

outlined by Policy 5.3.915 of the RPS. 

96 Accordingly, I prefer the wording sought by LPC. The approach 

improves certainty for the Port in its recovery, and allows for the 

management of conflicts, such as through mechanisms such as the 

Lyttelton Port Influences Overlay.   

Amendments to Objective 3.6.6(a) and (iii) 

97 There is a conflict created with the syntax of (a). The provision 

seeks to protect or enhance amenity values in all instances.  

98 Such an Objective does not sustain the subsequent Chapters of the 

pDPR that provides differing amenity expectations for zones 

(particularly working zones).  

99 The Objective conflicts with provisions of the Plan and CPRS that 

recognise that a maintained or improved amenity may not occur in 

some instances where it would otherwise diminish the efficient and 

effective use, operation and development of Strategic 

Infrastructure. 

100 The insertion of the qualifier ‘or managed appropriate to the 

context’ as suggested by LPC is supported. Such a qualifier is also 

                                            
15 This provisions relates to the ‘Wider Canterbury Region’ and is not applicable to 
LPC. 
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consistent with the CPRS Policy 6.3.2 as it relates to development 

form and urban design which requires good principles of urban 

design to be adhered to, ‘to the extent appropriate in the context’.  

101 I do not agree with the comment provided by Mr Eman at his 

paragraph 19.7. I consider that the amendment sought clarifies that 

amenity protection or enhancement will not be sought in each and 

every instance. The provisions relating to strategic infrastructure, as 

enhanced by the LPC submissions, then clarify that in those 

environments, amenity protection or enhancement may well be 

secondary to matters relating to reverse sensitivity.  

102 The second part of the LPC submission on this provision seeks to 

include specific reference to ‘hazardous substances’ as a further 

matter which informs reverse sensitivity provisions within the pDPR.  

103 Identification of such matters is as relevant as issues relating to 

noise and odour as already included in the provision. Accordingly, I 

support the submission of LPC, but as amended by Mr Eman in 

Attachment A of his evidence as follows: 

Sensitive activities are not established near lawfully established 

activities that generate noise, odour, that involve the storage of 

store large volumes of bulk fuel or other hazardous 

substances, and other adverse effects. 

Definitions 

104 The definition suggested by LPC for ‘Port Activities’ overcomes the 

limited definition in the pDPR. The definition (as notified) needs to 

be amended to fully encompass the range of activities and service 

undertaken at the Port. Not expanding the current definition would 

render innominate much of the Port activities.  

105  The definition states: 

Port Activities  

Means:  

a.  Cargo handling, including the loading, unloading, 

storage, processing and transit of cargo;  

b.  Passenger handling, including the loading, 

unloading, and transit of passengers, including 

passenger or cruise ship terminals and associated 

facilities  

c.  Maintenance and repair activities, including the 

maintenance and repair of vessels;  

d.  Port administration;  

e.  Trade and industry training facilities;  

f.  Industries, including ship and boat building;  
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g.  Warehousing and distribution activities, including 

bulk fuel storage, bulk fuel supply and liquids 

storage16 and associated pipeline networks;  

h.  Facilities for yachting and recreational boating;  

i.  Infrastructure, buildings, structures, signage, 

utilities, roads, carparking, rail, Offices and Food and 

Beverage Outlets associated with and supporting the 

above activities;  

j.  Earthworks and quarrying associated with and 

supporting the above activities, including the 

reclaiming of land;  

 

And includes activities associated with:  

a.  The surface navigation, berthing, manoeuvring, 

refuelling, storage, servicing and provedoring, of 

vessels.  

106 I consider that the definition accords with the ambit of Port 

operations. However, until Phase II of the pDPR is released, it is 

difficult to comment further as to whether additional aspects 

should also be included to fully represent existing and future Port 

activities.  

MATTERS OF DISPUTE 

Maurice R Carter Ltd (Sub 377) 

107 This submitter seeks to amend the Strategic Directions Chapter to 

better recognise the role of quarrying within the rural environment, 

and acknowledge its potential effects.  The absence of any 

recognition of the rural environment and rural activities is unhelpful 

in the context of the Strategic Directions Chapter of the pDPR. 

108 LPC has substantial quarrying interests in terms of its operations at 

Gollans Bay. Provisions that provide clarity of purpose as to the use 

of the quarrying resource, particularly where this would assist 

recovery would, in my view be beneficial and have a focus in the 

Strategic Directions Chapter. Provisions should also assist in terms 

of managing conflicts, and avoiding impacts on the use, 

development and operation of Strategic Infrastructure. Subject to 

those caveats, the principle behind this relief is supported.   

CERA (Sub 495) 

109 CERA seeks to amend the definition of Sensitive Activity to: 

Sensitive Activities means: 

(i) any residential activities 

(ii) any educational activity including pre-school 

                                            
16 Mobil Oil NZ, Z Energy Ltd and BP Oil NZ Ltd (723) submission on the definition 
includes amendments, including reference to bulk fuel supply and liquids storage. LPC 
have  provided a further  submission supporting that submission. 
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(iii) guest accommodation 

(iv) health care facilities and any elderly persons' 

housing units or complex 

(v) places of worship 

110 The amendment is suggested to streamline the existing definition 

and improve usability.  

111 The CERA amendment is opposed. The current definition in the 

pDRP as amended by the relief from LPC provides greater clarity 

and certainty in terms of application. It is also aligned with and 

gives effect to the CRPS.  

D Bundy (Sub 418) 

112 I have discussed matters of reverse sensitivity throughout this 

statement. I consider that (including with the amendments sought 

by LPC), there is a pervasive set of provisions seeking to avoid 

reverse sensitivity effects on strategic infrastructure. Accordingly, I 

oppose the relief sought by Mr Bundy that the Port should curtail its 

operations where this results in conflicts with sensitive adjoining 

activities. I have identified a number of additions to the pDPR where 

reverse sensitivity effects can be better considered, including that 

the Port should manage conflicts. I consider this to be the more 

appropriate response.  

Christchurch City Council / MKT 

113 The Council’s revised Policy 3.6.4.1(d) is opposed17. The 

amendments do not give effect to all the matters listed in NZCPS 

Policy 19 or CRPS Policy 8.3.6 where access along those waterways 

associated with the Coastal marine area should be restricted.  

114 The Council’s revised Objective 3.6.4(a)(iii) which seeks to ‘restore 

Mahinga kai’ is not supported in its current form.18 Such an outcome 

may be incongruent with Port operations and conflict with provisions 

in the CRPS seeking the continued operation and development of 

the Port. I am also unaware of any Higher Order statutory 

documents that set such a requirement. At best, the anticipated 

environmental results identified within CRPS Chapter 8 identify that 

“The quality of coastal water in areas valued by Ngāi Tahu as 

tāngata whenua for mahinga kai will have been maintained19”. 

115 I consider that Maori words such as mahinga kai are expressive of 

customary concepts that are best understood in the context of the 

language and the culture they derive from. Mahinga Kai is described 

                                            
17 P Eman. Attachment A pDRR Supported Changes 

18 P Eman. Attachment A pDRR Supported Changes 

19 CRPS – Chapter 8. Anticipated Environmental Result (9). 
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in the Ngāi Tahu Whānui Claims Settlement Act 1998 as “the 

customary gathering of food and natural materials and the places 

where those resources are gathered.” The submission from MKT 

(Sub3 1145) defines mahinga kai as: 

Mahinga kai – is a term used to describe the food and fibre that 

sustains the tribe, including access to these resources and the 

customs and social practices associated with their harvest and use. 

Mahinga kai is the basis of the Ngāi Tahu Treaty settlement. Many 

traditional sources of mahinga kai have been lost and mahinga kai 

incorporates the resources available today to enable Ngāi Tahu 

whānau to provide for their well-being as well as traditional sources 

of mahinga kai. (page 10). 

 Mahinga Kai is undefined in the pDPR. 

116 Meaning can be lost where such terms are directly inserted into 

district plan provisions without the wider context being provided.  

117 I understand LPC has worked at length with Ngāi Tahu (Te Hapū o 

Ngāti Wheke in particular) and the parties have a good working 

relationship.  LPC respects and supports Ngāi Tahu’s aspirations to 

restore mahinga kai in Lyttelton Harbour, while still enabling the 

harbour to be used as a working port.20  I understand that LPC do 

not wish prevent Ngāi Tahu from pursuing amendments to the pDPR 

which enable this outcome.   

118 Therefore the principle behind considering implications of 

development on life supporting capacity / mauri of land, freshwater 

and coastal resources, and by association mahinga kai, as I 

understand it, is supported. However, the inserted text ‘to restore 

mahinga kai’ is too broad, and it is not clear how it will be applied in 

practice as it may result in significant unintended consequences for 

a wide range of land use and coastal activities. LPC would therefore 

support an amended version of this Objective. 

CONCLUSION 

119 In terms of Part II of the Act, there are no treaty issues arising 

under s8, nor matters of national importance under s6, apart from 

historic heritage (Section 6(f)) which should be afforded more 

contextual weight in the consideration of the character of 

intensifying areas. In terms of s7 ‘matters to which we are to have 

particular regard’, the following are considered relevant: 

“(b) the efficient use and development of natural and 

physical resources; 

                                            
20 Port Lyttelton Plan, 2014, page 34 
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(c)  the maintenance and enhancement of amenity values; 

(f)  maintenance and enhancement of the quality of the 

quality environment;” 

120 Section 7(b) has particular importance, in that the provisions 

contained within the Strategic Directions Chapter are directly linked 

to the efficient functioning of the LPC as strategic infrastructure and 

avoiding noise sensitive activities within the Lyttelton Port 

Influences Overlay.  Potentially placing this facility’s operation at 

risk in any way raises the possibility of a significant and adverse 

impact on the Region’s economic activity, would not give effect to 

the CRPS and be inconsistent with the LURP.  

121 In terms of Section 7(c) and (f), it is considered that with the 

amendments sought by LPC, the provisions of the Strategic 

Directions Chapter (albeit with the caveats identified in the evidence 

for PCNZ) provide consideration of matters relating to the efficient 

operation, use and development of Lyttelton Port. 

122 Consequently, the strategic approach in relation to future land use 

and urban growth decisions will diminish the prospect of increasing 

the extent of annoyance to Port operations from those noise 

sensitive activities within the Lyttelton Port Influences Overlay.  

123 The provisions, as amended all support the sustainable management 

of Lyttelton Port of Christchurch in the public interest. Subject to the 

changes sought, (and again with caveats contained in the PCNZ 

evidence), I consider that the Strategic Directions Chapter could be 

confirmed to carry out its functions under s31 of the RMA, and to 

achieve the purpose of the Act.  

Dated:  25 November 2014 

 
Matthew William Bonis 
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 ATTACHMENT A:  LONG BAY FRAMEWORK (AS AMENDED BY S70 

OF THE RMA AMENDMENT ACT 2013) AND THE 

CANTERBURY EARTHQUAKE (CHRISTCHURCH 

REPLACEMENT DISTRICT PLAN) ORDER 2014 

 

A. General requirements 

1 A district plan (change) should be designed to accord with21, and 

assist the territorial authority to carry out - its functions22 so as to 

achieve the purpose of the Act23. 

2 When preparing its district plan (change) the territorial authority 

must give effect to any national policy statement or New Zealand 

Coastal Policy Statement24. 

3 When preparing its district plan (change) the territorial authority 

shall: 

(a) have regard to any proposed regional policy statement25; 

(b) give effect to not be inconsistent with any operative regional 

policy statement26. 

4 In relation to regional plans: 

(a) the district plan (change) must not be inconsistent with an 

operative regional plan for any matter specified in section 

30(1) [or a water conservation order]27; and 

(b) must have regard to any proposed regional plan on any 

matter of regional significance etc28; 

5 When preparing its district plan (change) the territorial authority 

must also: 

 Have regard to any relevant management plans and 

strategies under other Acts, and to any relevant entry in the 

Historic Places Register and to various fisheries regulations29; 

and to consistency with plans and proposed plans of adjacent 

territorial authorities30; 

 Take into account any relevant planning document 

recognised by an iwi authority; and 

 not have regard to trade competition31; 

6 The district plan (change) must be prepared in accordance with 

any regulation32 (there are none at present); 

                                            
21

  Section 74(1) of the Act. 

22
  As described in s31 of the Act 

23
  As described in s72 and 74(1) of the Act 

24
  Sections 75(3)(a) and (b) 

25
  Section 74(2). 

26
  Section 75(3). 

27
  Section 75(5)(4) of the Act. 

28
  Section 74(2)(a). 

29
  Section 74(2)(b). 

30
  Section 74(2)(b). 

31
  Section 74(3). 

32
  Section 74(1). 
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7 The formal requirement that a district plan (change) must33 also 

state its objectives, policies and the rules (if any) and may34 state 

other matters. 

 

B. Objective [the section 32 test for objectives] 

8 Each proposed objective of the proposal (amending proposal) is to 

be evaluated by the extent to which it is the most appropriate way 

to achieve the purpose of the Act35. 

 

C. Policies (‘the provisions’ as there are no policies and 

methods) [the section 32 text for policies and rules] 

9 The policies are to implement the objectives36. 

10 The provisions of the proposal are to be examined, and quantified if 

practicable37, assessing their efficiency and effectiveness38, 

against reasonably practicable options39 for achieving the 

objective taking into account: 

(a) the benefits and costs40 of the environmental, economic, 

social and cultural effects anticipated from the provisions, 

including economic growth and employment; and 

(b) the risk of acting or not acting if there is uncertain or 

insufficient information about the subject matter of the 

policies, rules, or other methods41. 

 

D. Other statutes: 

11 Finally territorial authorities may be required to comply with other 

statutes.  Within the Canterbury Region they are subject to: 

 The Canterbury Earthquake Recovery Act, and resultant 

Recovery Plans including not being inconsistent with: 

o The Canterbury Recovery Strategy (2012)42 

o The Central City Recovery Plan (2012)43 

o The Land Use Recovery Plan (2013)44 

 Particular Regard (s.6) is to be had to the Statement of 

Expectations (Schedule 4) within the Canterbury Earthquake 

(Christchurch Replacement District Plan) Order 201445 (‘OiC’). 

                                            
33

  Section 75(1). 
34

  Section 75(2). 
35

  Section 32(1)(a). 
36

  Section 75(1)(b) and (c) (also s76(1)). 
37

  Section 32(2)(b) 
38

  Section 32(1)(b)(ii) 
39

  Section 32(1)(b)(i). 
40

  Section 32(2)(a) 
41

  Section 32(2)(c). 
42 S15(2) Canterbury Earthquake Recovery Act 2011. Councils not to act 

inconsistently with Recovery Plan. 
43 Section 23(1) Canterbury Earthquake Recovery Act 2011. Councils not to act 

inconsistently with Recovery Plan. 
44 Section 23(1) Canterbury Earthquake Recovery Act 2011. Councils not to act 

inconsistently with Recovery Plan. 
45 Clause 14(5) of the OiC. The LURP prevails over the Statement of Expectations. 
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Attachment ‘B’ Summary of Port Damage and Useability 

Asset Use Damage Useability post-earthquake 

Coal stockyard Stockpiling coal Coal Stormwater treatment plant damaged 

required minor repairs to regain function 

Minor slips behind yard required inspection 

before re-establishing operations 

Some water ingress into train unload facility 

and damage to concrete structure. 

Useable within days of 

earthquakes with reduced 

stormwater treatment capacity 

Coal transfer system 

and shiploader 

Unloading railcars and loading ships Significant damaged resulted in complete loss 

of function. 

Transfer Tower & Coal gallery suffered 

significant differential settlement resulting 

misalignment of conveyors 

Minor repairs required to restore limited 

function 

Major repairs required to restore full function 

Useable within days of 

earthquake with significant 

reduced function 

Ongoing issues with higher 

frequency of breakdown due to 

misalignment and increased 

maintenance costs 

Lower levels of resilience than 

pre-earthquake, but able to 

match Solid Energy supply chain 

resilience 

Cashin Quay 

breakwater 

Wave protection for Cashin Quay Significant settlement resulted in major 

temporary repairs to re-establish function. 

Estimated total repair cost at $7-8M 

Was used throughout, however 

with limited functionality. 

Temporary repairs to restore full 

function completed within weeks 

of earthquake 

Ongoing lower levels of 

resilience 

Repair work was delayed by lack 

of access to Port Quarry and full 

repair work yet to be completed. 

Cashin Quay 1 (CQ1) General cargo and coal ship loader Major damage to both structure and seawall. Limited function restored within 
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Majority of wharf capacity downgraded to light 

traffic only. Major temporary repairs (circa 

$20M) required to re-store function of coal ship 

loader. 

days of earthquake – vessel 

berthing only – vessels loaded 

with stationary ship loader. 

Temporary repairs completed 

within months of earthquakes 

however the berth is no longer 

useable for general cargo except 

cars at eastern end. 

Lower levels of resilience than 

pre-earthquake, but able to 

match Solid Energy supply chain 

resilience  

Cashin Quay 2 (CQ2) Container/Cruise Ships Destroyed, rebuild project currently underway 

($85M) 

Unusable 

Cashin Quay 3 (CQ3) Container ships Significant damage to structure and seawall.  

Deemed uneconomic to repair and written off 

by insurer. 

Limited functionality restored 

within days – predominantly 

repairs to land behind structure 

to allow access 

Significant temporary works 

completed in months after quake 

to maintain operations 

Ongoing lower levels of 

resilience higher maintenance 

costs and significant shortening 

of asset life (minus  20+  years)    

Cashin Quay 4 (CQ4) Container ships Significant damage to structure and seawall.  

Deemed uneconomic to repair and written off 

by insurer. 

Replacement cost of CQ3 and 4 estimated at 

between $120-130M 

Limited functionality restored 

within days – predominantly 

repairs to land behind structure 

to allow access 

Significant temporary works 

completed in months after quake 
to maintain operations 
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Ongoing lower levels of 

resilience higher maintenance 

costs and significant shortening 

of asset life (minus 20+  years)   

Z Berth Fishing berth Wharf Destroyed  

Significant damage to seawall with settlement 

of up to 1.2m and significant displacement of 

rock armouring 

Wharf Unusable 

Seawall repairs completed in 

weeks after earthquake – 

permanent repair yet to be 

completed. 

Gladstone Pier Vessel layover Wharf Decommissioned prior to earthquakes 

however significant damage to seawall similar 

to Z berth 

Unusable 

No.1 Breastwork  Cement transfer Minor damage to both seawall and structure 

Structure close to end of life prior to 

earthquakes. 

Re-usable within days of 

earthquake following minor 

repairs.  Parts of wharf 

decommissioned and no longer 

usable. 

Shortening of asset life (minus 

5+ years). Asset has now 

reached end of life and requires 

replacement. 

Tug wharf Tug berth Minor damage to tug wharf deck but building 

seriously damaged 

Wharf re-usable with days 

following minor repairs, however 

building only partially useable 

today.  

Ferry terminal Diamond harbour ferry and historic tug No damage to floating pontoons – damage to 

seawall did not affect function 

Usable throughout 

No.2 Wharf General cargo Damage to deck, piles and seawalls lead to 

significant inspections prior restoring service. 

Deemed uneconomic to repair and written off 
by insurer. Replacement value estimated at 

Re-usable within days of 

earthquake following repairs.  

Shortening of asset life (minus 
20+ years) 
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between $40-45M 

No.3 Wharf General cargo Damage to deck, piles and seawalls lead to 

significant inspections prior restoring service. 

Deemed uneconomic to repair and written off 

by insurer. Replacement value estimated at 

between $40-45M 

Re-usable within days of 

earthquake following repairs.  

Shortening of asset life (minus 

20+ years) 

No. 4 Wharf Vessel layover Completely decommissioned following 

earthquakes 

Not usable 

No. 5 Wharf Fishing and vessel layover Wharf was close to end of life prior to 

earthquakes. 

Parts of asset decommissioned 

Suitable only for vessel layover, 

no longer used for fishing trade 

No. 6 Wharf Fishing and vessel layover Damage to piles, deck and seawall. 

Parts of asset decommissioned 

Suitable only for vessel layover, 

no longer used for fishing trade 

No.7 Wharf General cargo and Pacifica containers Damage to deck, piles and seawalls lead to 

significant inspections prior restoring service. 

Southern end detached from main structure 

and required temporary works to re-attach. 

Re-usable within days of 

earthquake following repairs. 

Southern end decommissioned 

for all but pedestrian access  

Shortening of asset life (minus 

25+ years) 

Low level breastwork Inshore fishing fleet Significant damage to seawall has resulted in 

damage to structure. 

Ongoing use with reduced deck 

loadings within days of 

earthquakes 

Parts of wharf permanently 

decommissioned  

Marina Recreational vessels No damage reported Useable immediately after 

earthquakes 

Dry Dock Ship repair and maintenance Minor damage to water treatment plant and 

increased levels of fresh water ingress. Minor 
structural damage to dock structure. 

Dry dock usable within weeks of 

earthquakes following 
establishment of temporary 
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Significant damage to adjacent slipway has 

resulted in lower levels of service. 

Pump house and administration facilities 

destroyed 

pump house and administration 

facilities. Slip way yet to be fully 

repaired. 

Cattle jetty Fishing vessel layover Destroyed Un-usable 

Oil berth Fuel, oil, LPG and bitumen transfer Damage to deck, piles and seawalls lead to 

significant inspections prior restoring service. 

Deemed uneconomic to repair and written off. 

 

Re-usable within days of 

earthquake with significantly 

reduced levels of service.  

Significant repairs required to 

restore levels of service in 

months after earthquake. 

Ongoing reduced deck loadings 

to pedestrian access only.    

Shortening of asset life (minus 

25+ years) 

LPC admin building LPC offices Destroyed Used within hours of 

earthquakes but subsequently 

evacuated following detailed 

engineering review - Un-usable 

Container terminal 

building 

Container terminal offices and logistics Significant damage to structure from 

differential settlement. 

Parts of the building decommissioned for 

safety. 

Rebuild estimate $4-5M 

Re-usable within hours of 

earthquake following inspection. 

Part of building permanently 

decommissioned 

Shortening of asset life (minus 

20+ years) 

Straddle maintenance 

building 

Maintenance workshop Minor damage to structure from differential 

settlement and lateral spread resulted in minor 

damage 

Re-usable within days of 

earthquake following inspection. 

Container terminal 
pavements and 

Pavement, electrical, lighting and water 
infrastructure  

LCT pavement suffered significant damage. 

Services remained usable following re-

Partial service restored for 
pavements within hours. 
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infrastructure establishment of supply.  Major temporary repairs to LCT 

pavements required to restore 

full service. Significant reduction 

in asset life (minus 25+ years) 

combined with significantly 

higher maintenance costs for 

pavements.  

Power systems Port wide LPC owned power network Parts of (ring main) electrical network lost 

Damage to switches contained within damaged 

buildings 

Service restored within hours of 

earthquakes. Excavation of 

electrical services (11kV 

network) has revealed 

significant levels of damage that 

have required replacement. 

Electrical network has 

significantly reduced levels of 

resilience due to incomplete ring 

main and likely 

stressing/stretching of buried 

infrastructure 

Internal port roadways Internal transport of cargo Significant damage to roadways from damage 

to seawalls. 

Stormwater drainage has reduced effectiveness 

Service restored within hours 

however major repairs required 

to restore full levels of service. 
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ATTACHMENT ‘C’ HIGHER ORDER STATUTORY PROVISIONS 

 

NEW ZEALAND COASTAL POLICY STATEMENT 

Policy 19 Walking access 

(1) Recognise the public expectation of and need for walking access to and along the  

coast that is practical, free of charge and safe for pedestrian use. 

(2) Maintain and enhance public walking access to, along and adjacent to the coastal 

marine area, including by: 

(a) identifying how information on where the public have walking access will 

be made publicly available; 

(b) avoiding, remedying or mitigating any loss of public walking access 

resulting from subdivision, use, or development; and 

(c)  identifying opportunities to enhance or restore public walking access, for 

example where: 

(i) connections between existing public areas can be provided; or 

(ii) improving access would promote outdoor recreation; or 

(iii) physical access for people with disabilities is desirable; or 

(iv) the long-term availability of public access is threatened by erosion 

or sea level rise; or 

(v) access to areas or sites of historic or cultural significance is 

important; or 

(vi) subdivision, use, or development of land adjacent to the coastal 

marine area has reduced public access, or has the potential to do 

so. 

(3) Only impose a restriction on public walking access to, along or adjacent to the 

coastal marine area where such a restriction is necessary: 

(a) to protect threatened indigenous species; or 

(b) to protect dunes, estuaries and other sensitive natural areas or habitats; 

or 

(c) to protect sites and activities of cultural value to Māori; or 

(d) to protect historic heritage; or 
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(e) to protect public health or safety; or 

(f) to avoid or reduce conflict between public uses of the coastal marine area 

and its margins; or 

(g) for temporary activities or special events; or 

(h) for defence purposes in accordance with the Defence Act 1990; or21 New 

Zealand Coastal Policy Statement 2010 

(i) to ensure a level of security consistent with the purpose of a 

resource consent; or 

( j) in other exceptional circumstances sufficient to justify the 

restriction. 

(4) Before imposing any restriction under (3), consider and where practicable provide 

for alternative routes that are available to the public free of charge at all times. 

 

Policy 6  Activities in the coastal environment 

(1) In relation to the coastal environment: 

(a) recognise that the provision of infrastructure, the supply and transport of 

energy including the generation and transmission of electricity, and the 

extraction of minerals are activities important to the social, economic and 

cultural well-being of people and communities; 

(b) consider the rate at which built development and the associated public 

infrastructure should be enabled to provide for the reasonably foreseeable 

needs of population growth without compromising the other values of the 

coastal environment; 

(c) encourage the consolidation of existing coastal settlements and urban 

areas where this will contribute to the avoidance or mitigation of sprawling 

or sporadic patterns of settlement and urban growth; 

(d) recognise tangata whenua needs for papakāinga3, marae and associated 

developments and make appropriate provision for them;3 Papakāinga: as 

defined in the Glossary.14 New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement 2010 

(e) consider where and how built development on land should be controlled so 

that it does not compromise activities of national or regional importance 

that have a functional need to locate and operate in the coastal marine 

area; 
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(f) consider where development that maintains the character of the existing 

built environment should be encouraged, and where development resulting 

in a change in character would be acceptable; 

(g) take into account the potential of renewable resources in the coastal 

environment, such as energy from wind, waves, currents and tides, to 

meet the reasonably foreseeable needs of future generations; 

(h) consider how adverse visual impacts of development can be avoided in 

areas sensitive to such effects, such as headlands and prominent 

ridgelines, and as far as practicable and reasonable apply controls or 

conditions to avoid thoseeffects; 

(i) set back development from the coastal marine area and other 

water bodies, where practicable and reasonable, to protect the 

natural character, open space,public access and amenity values of 

the coastal environment; and 

(j) when appropriate, buffer areas and sites of significant indigenous 

biological diversity, or historic heritage value. 

(2) Additionally, in relation to the coastal marine area:  

(a) recognise potential contributions to the social, economic and cultural 

wellbeing of people and communities from use and development of the 

coastal marine area, including the potential for renewable marine energy 

to contribute to meeting the energy needs of future generations: 

(b) recognise the need to maintain and enhance the public open space and 

recreation qualities and values of the coastal marine area; 

(c) recognise that there are activities that have a functional need to be located 

in the coastal marine area, and provide for those activities in appropriate 

places; 

(d) recognise that activities that do not have a functional need for location in 

the coastal marine area generally should not be located there; and 

(e) promote the efficient use of occupied space, including by: 

(i) requiring that structures be made available for public or multiple 

use wherever reasonable and practicable;  

(ii) requiring the removal of any abandoned or redundant structure 

that has no heritage, amenity or reuse value; and  

(iii) considering whether consent conditions should be applied to ensure 

that space occupied for an activity is used for that purpose 

effectively and without unreasonable delay. 
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CANTERBURY REGIONAL POLICY STATEMENT 

Objective 5.2.1 – Location, design and function of development (Entire Region) 

Development is located and designed so that it functions in a way that: 

(1) achieves consolidated, well designed and sustainable growth in and around 

existing urban areas as the primary focus for accommodating the region’s growth; 

and 

(2) enables people and communities, including future generations, to provide for their 

social, economic and cultural well-being and health and safety; and which: 

(a) maintains, and where appropriate, enhances the overall quality of the 

natural environment of the Canterbury region, including its coastal 

environment, outstanding natural features and landscapes, and natural 

values; 

(b provides sufficient housing choice to meet the region’s housing needs; 

(c) encourages sustainable economic development by enabling business 

activities in appropriate locations; 

(d) minimises energy use and/or improves energy efficiency; 

(e) enables rural activities that support the rural environment including 

primary production; 

(f) is compatible with, and will result in the continued safe, efficient and 

effective use of regionally significant infrastructure; 

(g  avoids adverse effects on significant natural and physical resources 

including regionally significant infrastructure, and where avoidance is 

impracticable, remedies or mitigates those effects on those resources and 

infrastructure; 

(h) facilitates the establishment of papakāinga and marae; and 

(i) avoids conflicts between incompatible Activities. 

 

Objective 6.2.1 - Recovery framework 

Recovery, rebuilding and development are enabled within Greater Christchurch through 

a land use and infrastructure framework that: 

(1) identifies priority areas for urban development within Greater Christchurch; 
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(2) identifies Key Activity Centres which provide a focus for high quality, and, where 

appropriate, mixed-use development that incorporates the principles of good 

urban design; 

(3) avoids urban development outside of existing urban areas or greenfield priority 

areas for development, unless expressly provided for in the CRPS; 

(4) protects outstanding natural features and landscapes including those within the 

Port Hills from inappropriate subdivision, use and development; 

(5) protects and enhances indigenous biodiversity and public space; 

(6) maintains or improves the quantity and quality of water in groundwater aquifers 

and surface water bodies, and quality of ambient air; 

(7) maintains the character and amenity of rural areas and settlements; 

(8) protects people from unacceptable risk from natural hazards and the effects of 

sea-level rise; 

(9) integrates strategic and other infrastructure and services with land use 

development; 

(10) achieves development that does not adversely affect the efficient operation, use, 

development, appropriate upgrade, and future planning of strategic infrastructure 

and freight hubs; 

(11) optimises use of existing infrastructure; and 

(12) provides for development opportunities on Māori Reserves in Greater 

Christchurch. 

 

Objective 6.2.4 – Integration of transport infrastructure and land use 

Prioritise the planning of transport infrastructure so that it maximises integration with 

the priority areas and new settlement patterns and facilitates the movement of people 

and goods and provision of services in Greater Christchurch, while: 

(1) managing network congestion; 

(2) reducing dependency on private motor vehicles; 

(3) reducing emission of contaminants to air and energy use; 

(4)  promoting the use of active and public transport modes; 

(5) optimising use of existing capacity within the network; and 
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(6) enhancing transport safety. 

 

Policy 6.3.5 – Integration of land use and infrastructure 

Recovery of Greater Christchurch is to be assisted by the integration of land use 

development with infrastructure by: 

(1)   Identifying priority areas for development to enable reliable forward planning for 

infrastructure development and delivery; 

(2)  Ensuring that the nature, timing and sequencing of new development are co-

ordinated with the development, funding, implementation and operation of 

transport and other infrastructure in order to: 

(a) optimise the efficient and affordable provision of both the development and 

the infrastructure; 

(b) maintain or enhance the operational effectiveness, viability and safety of 

existing and planned infrastructure; 

(c) protect investment in existing and planned infrastructure; and 

(d) ensure new development does not occur until provision for appropriate 

infrastructure is in place; 

(3)  Providing that the efficient and effective functioning of infrastructure, including 

transport corridors, is maintained, and the ability to maintain and upgrade that 

infrastructure is retained; 

(4)  Only providing for new development that does not affect the efficient operation, 

use, development, appropriate upgrading and safety of existing strategic 

infrastructure, including by avoiding noise sensitive activities within the 50dBA 

Ldn airport noise contour for Christchurch International Airport, unless the activity 

is within an existing residentially zoned urban area, residential greenfield area 

identified for Kaiapoi, or residential greenfield priority area identified in Map A 

(page 64); and 

(5)  Managing the effects of land use activities on infrastructure, including avoiding 

activities that have the potential to limit the efficient and effective, provision, 

operation, maintenance or upgrade of strategic infrastructure and freight hubs. 

 

Objective 8.2.3 – Regionally significant infrastructure and commercial 

maritime facilities 

Subdivision, use or development in the coastal environment does not adversely affect 

the efficient development and use of regionally significant infrastructure and other 

commercial maritime activities 
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Objective 8.2.6 – Protection and improvement of coastal water  

Protection of coastal water quality and associated values of the coastal environment, 

from significant adverse effects of the point and non-point discharge of contaminants; 

and enhancement of coastal water quality where it has been degraded. 

 

Policy 8.3.5 – Maintenance and enhancement of public and Ngāi Tahu access 

To maintain and enhance public and Ngāi Tahu access to and along the coastal marine 

area, subject to: 

(1) protecting public health and safety. 

(2) avoiding significant adverse effects on natural, physical, amenity, recreational, 

cultural and historic heritage values of the coastal environment. 

(3) avoiding damage to natural buffers to coastal erosion. 

(4) protecting Ngāi Tahu sites of special value. 

(5) protecting the stability, performance, maintenance and operation of regionally 

significant infrastructure in the coastal environment or other commercial maritime 

facilities. 

(6) avoiding conflicts with the legal rights and lawful activities of owners/occupiers of 

land in the coastal environment. 

(7) ensuring compliance with legislative maritime security requirements for ships and 

port facilities. 

 

Policy 8.3.6 – Regionally significant infrastructure 

In relation to regionally significant infrastructure in the coastal environment: 

(1) provide for its efficient and effective development, operation, maintenance and 

upgrade; 

(2) provide for a range of associated activities that have an operational requirement 

to be located in that environment;  

(3) recognise the potential of renewable resources in the coastal environment, such 

as energy from wind, waves, current and tides; and 

(4) avoid development that may result in reverse sensitivity effects that constrain the 

ability of the infrastructure to be developed and used (because of the imposition 

of time or other operational constraints)  Such provisions should avoid, remedy or 

mitigate the adverse effects on that environment and take into account: 
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(a) that the ports of Lyttelton and Timaru need to dredge and deposit spoil in 

the coastal marine area outside the port areas to remain operational. 

 

(b) that regionally significant infrastructure may need to be further developed in 

response to commercial opportunities and community needs. 

(c) that the operators of regionally significant infrastructure need to have their 

own controls over access to operational areas, and that public access to 

such areas is not always appropriate. 

(d) national port noise standards. 

(e) the effects of coastal erosion, climate change and sea level rise. 
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ATTACHMENT ‘D’ INFRASTRUCTURE MEDIATION TEXT AS AMENDED BY CIAL 

AND LPC RELIEF 

[Mediation text in bold, CIAL / LPC text in bold underline, existing text regular]. 

 

Objective – Strategic infrastructure 

Ensuring:  

a) existing critical and strategic infrastructure is recognised and provided 

for and the recovery, efficient provision, development, upgrade and 

use of infrastructure, particularly strategic infrastructure is 

promoted; and  

b) the role and function of strategic infrastructure is protected by avoiding 

the establishment of activities which could lead to adverse effects 

including reverse sensitive effects  

 

Policy 1 Benefits and provision of strategic infrastructure 

Recognise the social, economic and cultural benefits of infrastructure, 

particularly Strategic Infrastructure and nationally significant infrastructure, 

by enabling the recovery, efficient and effective operation, maintenance, 

upgrading, and development of infrastructure.  

 

Policy 2 Avoiding the effects of activities on strategic infrastructure 

Avoid the adverse effects, including reverse sensitivity effects, of activities on 

the efficient and effective functioning, maintenance and upgrading of 

strategic infrastructure. , including through: 

(a) Avoiding noise sensitive activities within: 

(i) the Lyttelton Port Influences Overlay area; 

(ii)  the 50dBA Ldn noise contour for Christchurch International 

Airport, unless within an existing residentially zoned urban area 

or a Residential Greenfield Priority Area identified in the Canter 

Regional Policy Statement Chapter 6, Map A as at December 

2013. 

(b)  Ensure the threat of bird strike to Christchurch International Airport 

operations is minimised through the management of Bird Strike Risk 

Activities. 

 

Policy 3 Management of effects of infrastructure 

To ensure that significant adverse effects from strategic infrastructure are 

appropriately managed. 

http://proposeddistrictplanint.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41742

